A new measure of trust:
Why it matters in
travel and hospitality,
and how to build it
Do you know your company’s HX TrustIDTM score? Learn why you should.
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Business leaders know trust is a critical element of the

Deloitte has developed a new perspective on trust that

Human Experience (HX™) that shapes relationships with

unpacks the components that influence it and identifies

customers and employees. Metrics and surveys that gauge

the levers that can steer it. HX TrustID™ maps a direct path

trust are easy to find. What’s missing from all that

from understanding to action, based on extensive research

conventional wisdom is the most important piece:

and analysis using data from more than 7,500 United States

What can you do about it?

customers and employees of real-world businesses. What
we found is that four signals—Humanity, Transparency,

This is an especially pressing question for organizations in

Capability, and Reliability—come together in predictable

the travel and hospitality industry, including airlines, hotels,

ways to determine the level of trust an organization enjoys.

rental cars, and more. If brands that sell computers or

The first two signals, Humanity and Transparency, combine

financial services or packaged goods rely so heavily on trust

to indicate an organization’s intent. The second two,

based on human experience, how much more important

Capability and Reliability, combine to show an organization’s

must it be to brands that sell… well, human experiences? For

competence.

travel and hospitality brands, experience is the product, and
trust is paramount. What’s just as critical, but less obvious, is

What did we learn? Travel and hospitality industries

the role trust plays in the experience these companies offer

predictably score strongly on the Humanity signal, meaning

their employees.

the bar is high here. Transparency is one of the weakest

Trust drives behaviors that lead to business results for travel and hospitality companies

AIRLINE

Customers are 3.2x
more likely to recommend
a brand to others
HOTEL

Employees are 4.6x
more likely to feel
motivated to work

HOTEL

HX lens applied
to intent

HUMANITY

TRANSPARENCY

Genuinely caring for
the experience and
well-being of others

Opening sharing
information, motives,
and choices in
plain language

Customers are 4.0x
more likely to keep buying from
the brand even in the wake of
a data breach
HOTEL

Employees are 2.0x

more likely to be satisified with
their compensation and benefits

FOR TRAVEL &
HOSPITALITY

HOTEL

Customers are 5.9x
more likely to buy that
brand over competitors
AIRLINE

Employees are 2.9x
more likely to go above and
beyond what is expected

AIRLINE

CAPABILITY

RELIABILITY

Possessing the means
to meet expectations

Consistently and
dependably delivering
upon promises made

Customers are 4.4x

more likely to repeat
purchase from the brand
AIRLINE

Employees are 4.4x
HX lens applied
to competence

more likely to provide
honest feedback

Travel and hospitality defined as customers and employees of airlines and hotels, resorts, and casinos. Source: Deloitte HX TrustID Survey, May 2020
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signals across all consumer product and service industries

Armed with that knowledge, we turn inward to examine

and travel and hospitality are no exception. Keep reading to

the benchmark for companies within travel and hospitality,

learn more about opportunities in each signal!

broken down by customer. By comparing your own
company’s scores to these benchmarks, you can understand

Let’s check the board:
where trust stands for travel brands

opportunities for improvement or areas of differentiation.
Here we see that despite the meaningful differences
between the products and services offered by hospitality and

Before diving into the nuances of the differences of the travel

airline companies, customers tend to follow similar patters

and hospitality industries, let’s see how these compare to

when evaluating their trust. Like most brands we surveyed,

other consumer product and service industries across each

companies in these industries see weak Transparency scores.

of the signals. The figure below shows this comparison.

Capability and Reliability measure relatively high, which

Here we find airlines and hotels tend to be strong in

indicates the need for brands to get these signals right.

demonstrating Humanity to customers. That makes sense,
since trusting a travel brand and feeling a connection to it
go hand in hand for driving business. When Adweek ranked

Customer signal rating benchmarks
Grouped by signal

America’s most beloved brands for 2020, travel-related
brands took two of the top three spots.1

Humanity

Customer signal rating benchmarks
Grouped by signal

Transparency

Capability
Humanity

Reliability
Transparency
55%

65%

75%

85%

Participants who agreed (%)

Capability

n = 664

Airlines
Hotels, resorts, casinos
Reliability
Percentages in the benchmark represent the portion of customers who believe the most trusted brands in the
industry demonstrate each signal. An individual company’s trust signal scores can be compared to the benchmark.
Source: 664 customers of travel and hospitality brands through Deloitte HX TrustID Survey, May 2020.

55%

65%

75%

85%

Participants who agreed (%)
Overall n = 2669

Overall

Food, beverage, other CPG

Airlines

Grocery and mass merchant

Hotels, resorts, casinos

Apparel and other retail

Restaurants and food service

Transportation and logistics

Automotive
Percentages represent the portion of customers who believe the most trusted brands in the industry demonstrate
each signal. Source: 3000 customer responses to Deloitte HX TrustID Survey, May 2020.
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Travel & hospitality employee signal rating benchmarks
Grouped by signal across travel & hospitality employee roles

To improve their scores for each signal among customers
and employees, we tested numerous high-level activities
brands can do. These activities were grouped into physical,
emotional, financial, and digital categories – learn more

Humanity

about these dimensions here. Using regression analyses,
we determined which of these activities were most
important for each signal.

Transparency

What shapes each of those signals within travel and
hospitality, and what can companies do about each?

Capability

That’s the focus of what we’ll examine next.

Reliability

45%

55%

65%

75%

Participant who agreed (%)
Overall n = 2529 | T&H n = 554

Overall (all industries)

Corporate office

Overall (travel & hospitality)

Other
(e.g., maintenance, housekeeping)

Customer facing

Percentages in the benchmark represent the portion of travel and hospitality employees who indicated they
trust their employer and believe their employer demonstrates each signal. Source: 1000 employees of travel and
hospitality brands (554 of which indicated they trust their employer) through Deloitte HX TrustID Survey, May 2020.

Turning from consumers to employees presents a parallel
but different snapshot of trust signals. The ways employees
perceive a brand’s trust signals are different from the ways
consumers perceive them—but just as tellingly, there are
differences from one employee category to another as
shown above. Generally, across all four HX TrustID signals,
employees in customer-facing roles rate their brands more
highly than other employees in corporate office roles.
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Charting the segments:
The view across each HX TrustID signal
Humanity: Usually a high spot for travel
and hospitality companies, which means
the bar could be high too

74% Budget
76% Traditional
Airlines

75%

Most important
actions to have a higher
Humanity signal2
Conscientious
personalization
Digital

HUMANITY

80% Premium
80% Resorts and Casinos
80% Full Service
78%

Provide guests with personalized
digital communications that help
them prepare for their flight or hotel
stays. targeted to the customer’s
specific situation such as infrequent
leisure customers traveling
with children.
Due to safety concerns from
COVID-19, consider ways to
demonstrate an understanding of
customer fears such as showing
videos of their exact hotel room or
their aircraft being cleaned.

65% Budget and value

Hotels

Examples of what travel
and hospitality businesses
could consider

HUMANITY

Develop apps that make
personalization interactive and
transactional. For example, ask airline
customers if they would like food
service or hotel customers if they
would like to forgo housekeeping
via the brand’s app.

Humanity indicates a belief that an organization genuinely
cares for the experience and well-being of others. For
customers, travel and hospitality brands outpace most
industries in the strength of the Humanity signal. When you
look within brand categories, budget brands rate close to

Safe resolutions
Physical

traditional brands for airlines. However, for hotels, budget
and value brands lag all other segments.
Demonstrating Humanity to customers leads to positive
business outcomes. Customers surveyed who rate a hotel
brand highly for Humanity are 3.5 times more likely to feel
they’ve received more value than expected. When airline
customers surveyed perceive Humanity in a brand, they’re
3.2 times more likely to recommend it to others.
Like each of the trust signals, Humanity also drives business
outcomes with employee behaviors. Hotel employee

Greater good
Emotional

In response to concerns from the
COVID-19 pandemic, temporarily
repurpose airline lounges into
bookable private spaces where
customers can safely relax without
the need for masks. This could help
attract leisure customers to replace
lost revenue from formerly frequent
business travelers.

Thoroughly examine diversity and
inclusion standards across the entire
ecosystem of employees, including
corporate office employees, the
frontline workforce, and franchise
partners.
If furloughs or layoffs are
implemented, offer resources to
help employees find new jobs,
solve child and health care needs,
or acquire new skills.

respondents who rate their companies highly for this
signal are more than six times as likely to feel a personal
connection with their companies and more than four times
as likely to feel motivated to work. In airlines, workers who
feel that way are over two-and-a-half times as likely to
positively rate (or review) their employers online and almost
two times as likely to believe they have a career with the
companies they work for, according to our survey.
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Transparency: One signal every industry
has a chance to make stronger

62% Budget
66% Traditional

Airlines

65%

Most important actions
to have a higher
Transparency signal2
Prompt updates
Emotional

TRANSPARENCY

Examples of what travel
and hospitality businesses
could consider
Position airline and hotel brands
—not third-party apps—as primary
sources of booking information by
implementing an integrated 360°
view of the customer across all
touchpoints, especially any
pre-arrival updates.

67% Resorts and casinos
69% Premium

Hotels

63%

TRANSPARENCY

Straightforward language
60% Full service

Digital

50% Budget and value

Use very clear communications that
tell customers how their data is used
and stored, with the option to opt
out. This is particularly important as
regulations like the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and
the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA) make digital transparency
the law.

Transparency indicates a belief that an organization openly
shares information, motives, and choices in plain language.
The consumer benchmarks for Transparency are low across
travel and hospitality brands, with some differentiation
when you look across specific brand categories. In fact, the
greatest difference for hotel brands across all the signals is
for Transparency between premium and budget brands.

Honest communications
Emotional

Be open and clear about the
rationales behind public decisions,
such as an airline’s reasoning for
making middle seats available or
unavailable during the COVID-19
pandemic.
Implement regular leadership town
halls or digital feedback tools for
employees, especially since the
workforce and partners are often
spread out across the country.

The opportunity for getting this right is meaningful.
According to our survey data, airline customers who see a
brand as Transparent are more than three times as likely to
choose it over lower-cost competitors, and they are similarly
likely to purchase from it even if it takes more effort than
dealing with another carrier. At hotels and resorts, high
consumer Transparency ratings correlate with a four times
greater likelihood that customer respondents will keep
buying even in the wake of a data breach. Meanwhile, hotel
employee respondents’ likelihood of satisfaction with their
compensation and benefits doubles in establishments that
rate high in Transparency.
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Capability: A good start—and a place to up the ante

Most important actions
to have a higher
Capability signal2

Examples of what travel
and hospitality businesses
could consider

78% Budget
80% Traditional

Safe use and access
Physical

Airlines

80%

CAPABILITY

Consider developing a COVID-19
exposure tracking app that provides
the health status of other guests,
visitors, or employees to
alert employees and help
manage capacity.

84% Premium
85% Resorts and casinos

Hotels

81%

CAPABILITY

Consider providing self-cleaning kits
to customers in addition to cleaning
from housekeeping or plan crews.
Did you know that 44 percent of
hotel customers prefer to receive
their own cleaning supplies from
the hotel upon check-in?
Learn more here.

82% Full service
75% Budget and value

Capability indicates a belief that an organization possesses
the means to meet expectations. Compared with other
consumer industries, both airlines and hotels have average
or above-average Capability signals. Of the segments we
looked at, it’s no surprise that premium hotels, resorts and
casinos—known for high-touch service—top the charts.

Promote the effectiveness of
cleaning procedures implemented as
a result of the COVID-19 pandemic,
including partnerships with cleaning
brands or certifications.

True value
Financial

Offer bundles as part of the hotel
experience for leisure travelers,
who may be willing to pay more for
certain experiences or assistance
that business travelers don’t require.
Our research has found that leisure
customers are typically less trusting
of travel and hospitality companies
than business customers.3

When surveyed consumers ranked a hotel brand highly for
Capability, their likelihood to buy from it increased almost
sixfold. The same quality doubles hotel workers’ likelihood
to be on time for work or to seek improvements in the way
their work gets done. In airlines, high Capability scores
triple consumers’ buying propensity, and almost triple
the likelihood that employees will go “above and beyond,”
according to our survey.
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Reliability: For most in the sector, a table-stakes
signal you need to get right

81% Budget
81% Traditional

Most important actions
to have a higher
Reliability signal2
Consistent quality
Physical

Airlines

81%

RELIABILITY

83% Resorts and casinos

80%

For airlines with strong on-time
metrics, consider more actively
messaging and sharing that
information with customers
to better differentiate from
other brands.
Encourage loyalty and non-loyalty
members to embrace a contactless
journey by downloading your
brand’s app. Higher adoption rates
for those apps correspond to a more
consistent experience for customers,
while their use can help companies
reduce workforce costs.

84% Premium

Hotels

Examples of what travel
and hospitality businesses
could consider

RELIABILITY

79% Full service
75% Budget and value
Committed promises

Reliability indicates a belief that an organization consistently
and dependably delivers upon the promises it makes.
While airlines differ on actual on-time flight data, it’s
interesting that customers perceive traditional and budget
airlines to be equally Reliable. This is not the case for hotels,
where you see a spread between categories.
Our survey indicates that Reliable hotel brands enjoy 3.2

Emotional

Implement systems in hotels to
make sure unique room requests
from customers, such as adjacent
rooms, cribs, or high floors,
are available.
Implement procedures to better
automate and compensate
customers during service recovery
before issues are escalated. When
it’s easier for customers to report
incidents, it’s more likely the
workforce will be able to better
identify and solve underlying
reliability and service issues.

times more repeat purchase activity from customers, and
their employees are 2.5 times more likely to feel motivated
to work. For airline customers, that repeat purchasing effect
is 4.4 times above normal. In fact, airline employees are
4.4 times more likely to provide honest feedback and 2.5
times more likely to take on additional responsibility when
Reliability scores are high.
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A destination that’s worth the trip

Some common themes to move forward in building trust:
•

Travel and hospitality brands have an almost “meta”

Focus on elevating human experiences for all
humans in the ecosystem. For customers and

or double relationship with human experience: Like all

employees, certainly, but also for franchise owners,

industries, they offer the experience of doing business with

supply chain partners, or real estate partners.

them or working for them. Unlike most other industries,

Remember that travel companies tend to have strong

they also deliver experience as the product itself. That’s why

Humanity signals compared to other industries—but

the trust that underpins HX is so important in this industry.

that just means expectations are already high, there’s
little tolerance for failing to get it right, and the bar is

It’s also the reason this industry has so many levers at its

higher for efforts to stand out.

disposal to change the perceptions and reap the rewards of
ever-deeper trust. The HX TrustID model relates to most trust

•

Understand unique customer and employee

metrics the same way a GPS navigation differs from a printed

needs. What do people expect from a brand? Start

map: This one is tailored to your own journey and includes

by asking whom you’re dealing with. Each category in

the specific way stations you’ll need to get where

the sector should observe nuances among its diverse

you’re going.

relationships: frequent business vs. leisure, loyalty
member vs. first-timer, corporate owner vs. franchised,
or employee vs. third-party. Digging deeper into the
journey of each cohort is a step you must take before

MEASURING TRUST FOR YOUR COMPANY

deciding the best course of action.

The illustrative results below give us a view into where a
brand has strong signals that could indicate potential strategic

•

Embrace learnings from adjacent industries. While

advantages or market positioning. It also provides insight into

the dynamics and forces that influence airlines or

ways a brand could prioritize future investments. In addition,

hotels can be quite different, the customer point of

by comparing signal results across different demographics,
such as frequent or infrequent travelers, HX TrustID could
further illuminate new opportunities.

view often lumps all these industries into one cohesive
travel experience. That means it’s worth your while
to understand brand experiences and expectations

By adding four questions to customer and employee surveys,

outside your direct industry and competition. When

you can compare your brand’s signals to the industry

customers think about the brands they most trust,

benchmark. To learn more, click here.

they often think across industries—so consider using
the best in class of each signal as your benchmark.
The findings in this paper are a snapshot of a more richly
67%
[Brand]

70%
[Brand]

91%
[Brand]

HUMANITY

74%

68% TRANSPARENCY

CAPABILITY

82%

80%

detailed data set that exposes much more about trust
and its drivers in different parts of the travel, hospitality,
and services industry. The advantage of the HX TrustID
approach is that it ties trust to predictable behaviors,
which can give leaders strong insights about how to change

RELIABILITY
69%
[Brand]

their brands. Measuring trust in this way can reveal where
the problem areas lie and what to do about them. That’s
the difference between trust as a problem and trust as a
tool for growth.
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Endnotes
1 https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/the-worlds-most-beloved-brand-ringing-		
the-nasdaq-bell-from-space-tuesdays-first-things-first/
2 Using data from 7,500 customers and employees of real-world businesses, we tested 		
numerous high-level activities brands can do. Using multi-variate regressions,
we determined which of these activities most contributed to each signal.
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